52 x 13’
Episodes

THE PRIME DIRECTIVE
Based on the popular HarperCollins Children's
Books, Gunk Aliens is a wacky and outrageous
series with character-based humor and hilarious
gross out accents as the forces of C.L.E.A.N.
battle to save the earth from G.U.N.K. ALIENS!
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Earth is under attack!
G.U.N.K. Aliens are already here, slithering among us, preparing the way
for the rest of their slimy horde. But a brave few are willing to go toe to
tentacle (or flaps, or whatever) with the invaders.
That's where Jack and his C.L.E.A.N. TEAM come in! His team is dedicated
to combatting the evil Galactic Union of Nefarious Killer (G.U.N.K.) Aliens.
They are aliens of all shapes and sizes imaginable, each more weird and
disgusting than the last. They come from different planets, with one
unified goal - preparing Earth for a full blown invasion.
Aiding the C.L.E.A.N. TEAM (Combatting Loser Extra-Terrestrial Aliens
Now) is the C.L.E.A.N. CONTROL, a Council of Directors from all nations of
Earth. But they’re so secretive, it’s impossible to prove they actually exist.
These are the only adults who are aware of the G.U.N.K. plot, but since
they can’t actually SEE the aliens, they must rely on the youthful C.L.E.A.N.
agents.
G.U.N.K. ALIENS have the power to CLOUD ADULT MINDS, so only KIDS
can see these foul extraterrestrials for what they REALLY are. Where kids
see a slippery, smelly, totally noxious slime being from another galaxy
drooling acid all over the front porch, ADULTS can only see a polite, welldressed door-to-door salesman with minty fresh breath or maybe a nice
little old lady asking to borrow a cup of sugar, smelling lightly of lavender.
So it’s up to the kids to save the planet and the C.L.E.A.N. TEAM is all that
stands between us and Gunkageddon!
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THE C.L.E.A.N. TEAM
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THE C.L.E.A.N. TEAM

JACK – The Leader of C.L.E.A.N.
With a good head on his shoulders and the
ability to stay calm in a crisis, Jack is the
perfect choice for team leader. (Just ask him!)
He’s a mechanical wizard who loves to build
stuff. He has a quick temper when he sees
wrongdoing, and isn’t afraid to speak his mind
– even when it might be a lot easier to keep
quiet. Which explains why he holds the school
detention record.
Adventures often begin with his team busting
him out of detention hall.
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THE C.L.E.A.N. TEAM

OSCAR – The Jack-Of-All-Trades
He’s a bit of a jack-of-all-trades, thanks to his habit of signing up for
classes in a multitude of subjects: guitar, line dancing, archery,
quilting, quantum string theory, rock climbing, astronomy, wilderness
survival… The problem is, he has a short attention span, and never
takes more than ONE lesson before moving on to something new. So
he knows just enough about all that stuff to be dangerous.
He loves the outdoors. Unfortunately he’s allergic to… well, just about
everything outdoors.

RUBY – The Athletic One
She’s very athletic, excelling at many sports. But don’t call her a
‘tomboy’ or you’ll get a kick in the goal posts – she remains fully in
touch with her female side. She’s used to being a team leader on the
playing field, and that sometimes shows up when battling aliens. She
thinks for herself, and doesn’t always agree with Jack. This sometimes
leads to friction between them, but their bickering is always fun, never
truly antagonistic or annoying.
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SNIVEL – Dog-Bot Team Mate

THE C.L.E.A.N. TEAM

A Dog-Bot built by Jack from re-purposed alien technology. He’s powered by Dr.
McWEINERWATER’s SCHNITZEL SODA – ‘A burp in every gulp’: It’s extremely fizzy, and
lends new meaning to ‘gassing Snivel up’. This soda has to be handled like nitro, or it’ll
explode. Since it tastes like weiner schnitzel that’s been cold-filtered through old gym socks,
not many stores stock it, making it hard to come by. Snivel gets fed up with Earth dogs
constantly trying to analyze has butt emissions. What is WITH that?

H20 – Former G.U.N.K. Agent
A former G.U.N.K. agent, now reformed. Being made of water allows her/him to really ‘go with
the flow’. He/she can morph into different shapes, pour under or around or through
obstacles, etc… (the water thing also makes it hard to tell if he’s a he, or a she). H20 is an
invaluable asset to the team, with inside knowledge of the G.U.N.K. plans, and a deep grudge
against his former employers.

BOB 2 – Mission Commander
As Mission Commander, he gives the kids their missions and alerts them to alien activity.
He’s also constantly reminding them of proper rules and procedures, and asking for
reports to be filled out in triplicate (which is as far as Jack is concerned is never gonna
happen – he’s got enough homework!).
The kids don’t always see eye to eye with Bob 2, since he’s the consummate bureaucrat.
They like to think outside the box; Bob 2 is the one hiding IN the box… or locker… or
gopher hole…
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SKIDD GUNKLORD

G.U.N.K. ALIENS TEAM

As the Director of G.A.A – the G.U.N.K. ALIEN ALLIANCE – Skidd is the creature who devises
the plots and sends out agents to prepare Earth for invasion. He also spends a lot of time
trying to keep the various G.U.N.K. factions from attacking each other. It’s a messy caricature
of the U.N., and his position as Director General is tenuous.
Skidd prefers to remain behind the scenes as the puppet master. He’s the ‘Boss’ that our
alien agents report back to – often to be reprimanded for their failures at the hands of our
C.L.E.A.N. team. He awards the rare successful agents with alien smiley face stickers he calls
‘Skidd Marks’.
While Skidd pays lip service to the G.U.N.K. ALLIANCE, he dreams of one day gaining control
of the entire organization, as the all powerful G.U.N.K. OVERLORD! An ongoing goal for
C.L.E.A.N. is to track him down and bring him in.
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STORYLINES
WATER WORKS
Wh they
When
th disc
di
discover a nasty G.U.N.K. AGENT fouling the city’s water supply, Jack and his team give him a proper filtering. To their
surprise, what drips out of the end of their filtering device is a being of pure, charcoal-filtered, friendly goodness! They name him
H20, and welcome him to the C.L.E.A.N. Team. Unfortunately they create an alien who is PURE EVIL from what gets left behind.

THE EARLY WORM GETS THE EAR WAX
O
Oscar
really
ll believes
b li
in
i listening
li t i to
t that
th ‘tiny voice’ in his head that tells him what’s right and what’s wrong. Unfortunately, it
starts giving him some very BAD advice. SO bad, that Jack and Ruby fear he’s gone over to the ‘dirty side’, and has gone rogue
like Bob 1 before him! Then to their relief (and disgust) they discover a tiny ALIEN EARWORM has burrowed into Oscar’s ear
canal, and is influencing his decisions. But evicting it is no easy task – especially when it starts controlling Oscar’s brain. At least
this explains Oscar’s suddenly overflowing earwax problem.

NO NEWS IS GOOD GUNK
Z l
Zealous
ttelevision
l i i anch
h
ZANA NEW
anchor,
NEWSWORTHY, gets a hot scoop! Thanks to a tip from THE PARKS GUY, she uncovers proof that
extraterrestrials are here, living among us, disguised as normal looking human teens! When she splashes Jack, Ruby and Oscar's
faces all over the 6 O’Clock News, they become minor celebrities among the alien conspiracy crowd; targeted by the Military who
want to steal their amazing alien technology; and trailed by gangs of cell phone camera wielding busybodies who want to post
video footage of them on VueTube… This makes their job even more difficult than usual when Skidd Gunklord launches a miniinvasion to test Earth’s defences. Zara ignores the real Aliens, thinking they’re annoying pranksters just trying to get on television.

HUNKA-HUNKA BURNIN’ GUNK
Jack develops a crush on a c
cute exchange student from Paris named Ariel. At first she ignores him. But when Jack tells her all
about C.L.E.A.N., and their on-going battle against the G.U.N.K. Aliens, she is suddenly enamored! When Jack starts spending
too much time with Ariel and ignoring his C.L.E.A.N. duties, Oscar thinks something is fishy. His suspicions are literally confirmed
when he follows Ariel home – to the local Aquarium! Is she a G.U.N.K. SPY, sent here to cloud Jack’s mind and pry C.L.E.A.N.
secrets from him? Or is she a Mermaid? They need to find out because Jack is really pressing the others to let her join the team.
H20 is the perfect candidate to go undercover (or underwater to be specific) and try to learn the truth.
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Splash Entertainment
21300 Oxnard St., Suite 100
Woodland Hills, CA 91364 – USA
T. +1 (818) 999 0062 F. +1 (818) 999 0172
splashentertainment.com

Foothill Entertainment, Inc.
1129 State St., Suite 3
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 – USA
T. +1 (805) 965-4488 F. +1 (805) 965-1168
foothillentertainment.com/
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